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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUC TION 
In recent years the psychological literature has re­
fleoted an inoreasing interest in the role of learning in 
perception. On the theoretioal level, this interest is 
expressed prinoipally by the considerable attention given 
to two ourrent attempts to aooount tor perceptual learn-
ing {Gibson &: Gibson, 1955a; Postman, 1955). On the empiri­
oal level, the problems of industry and the military have 
generated a multitude of investigations in this area. 
These problems range in diversity from the training of 
military personnel in the identification of airoratt to 
the training of tasters in the food industry. 
The remainder ot this chapter will be devoted to a 
critical analysis of the theoretical tormulations ot per­
oeptual learning and to a review of the empirical findings 
relevant to the present experiment. 
Theoretioal Baokground 
The current theoretical controversy in perceptual 
learning originated with an analysiS of the theoretical 
state of peroeptual learning by Gibson and Gibson (1955a) 
and a statement of their own position. After briefly re­
viewing the pertinent theoretical literature on perception, 
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these authors conclude that all existing perceptual theor ies 
have as a bas ic assumpt ion the not ion that a discrepancy 
exists between sensat ion and perception.. Because these 
theor ies are character ized by th is assumed d iscrepancy they 
are considered by G ibson and G ibson to represent a general 
type of ""enrichment theory" of perception. The pr inc ipal 
feature of the "enrichment theory" is its emphas is upon the 
progress ively decreas ing correspondence between percept ion 
and st imulation. 
As an alternat ive to the "enr ichment theory" G ibson 
and G ibson suggest a n1specif ic i ty theory"' of perceptual 
learn ing. In sharp contrast to the enr ichment theory, t he 
spec if ic i tytheory has as its bas ic tenet the concept of a 
progressively, greater correspondence between percept ion 
and s tltni11i. tioD w i  th learn ing. The au thors s ta te : n!Percep. 
tualclearning, then, cons ists of respond ing to variables of 
phys ical st imulat ion not prev iously responded to" (G ibson &: 
Gibson, 1955a, P. 34). To clarIty the ir position, the writ­
ers c ite the. example of two men who d iffer rad ically in the 
number of ident ifying responses they em it when presented with 
a var iety of wlnes to taste.· The d ifference is accounted for 
in terms of the G ibsons' theol"1: i.e., the more sena i t ive 
taster has learned to d iscr im inate more of the variables of 
phys ical st imulation. 
The .. theoret ical posit ion of G ibson and Gibson d id not 
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�emain unchallenged fo� long. Postman (1955) attacked the 
theory on several grounds. First of all, he contends that 
the enriohment hypothesis to whioh Gibson and Gibson object, 
does not represent the present associationistic position 
but an older and less sophisticated form of this approach, 
i.e., Tltohene�ts context theory. According to Postman, 
the major difficulties with this historical position was 
its emphasis upon a distinction between sensation and per­
ception, and the implication that peroeption dec�eases In 
correspondenoe with sensation as a function of experience. 
Gibson and Gibson have focused thei� attention on these 
aforementioned weaknesses. 
Postman points out that modern associationism avoids 
the diffioulties of the Titohener theory. The present stim­
ulus-reaponse formulation eliminates the distinction between 
sensation and pe�ceptioni and consequently the Gibsonst in­
terpretation of association theory as an enrichment theory 
is incorrect. As to the seoond difficulty of the Ti tchner­
ian thesis, Postman believes, that the question of direction 
of ohange in psyohophysioal oorrespondence in perceptual 
learning can only be answered experimentally. 
A, seoond Postman cri tioism ofthe specifioity hypoth­
esis is its purely descriptive nature. No mechanism of per­
ceptual learning is postulated or implied. Gibson and Gib­
son restrict themselves completely to the descriptive state-
ment that perceptual learning consists of responding to 
variables of stimulation not previously responded to. 
Postman believes that the associationists with their pos­
tulated process of stimulus-response association offer a 
sUbstantially more complete 'formulation. 
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Having pointed out that the spec1:flicity position onl,. 
qUlLlifies 8.8 a descriptive generalization, Postman analyzes 
it on this level. In this analysis he attempts to demon­
strate limitations of the Gibsons' position with reference 
to the perception of signs and symbols. Both sign and sym­
bol perception are associative phenomena almost by defini-
. tion. Both involve association of a sign or symbol with 
its representative object or event. Because of its inabili­
ty to account for the perception of 'signs and symbols, the 
specificity hypothesis is considered by Postman to have lim­
ited generality. 
In a reply to Postman, Gibson and Gibson (1955b) 
state that their specificity formulation is not a t heory but 
the possible first step in. the development of a theory. Con­
sequently the explanatory value of their approach remains to 
be seen. They believe that their formulation will direct 
attention to phenomena which are unexplained by present theory. 
In answer to Postmanfs cr! ticism of the Gibsons' 
failure to postulate a mecbanism of perceptual learning, the 
writers reply that the present hypothesis is conoerned prl� 
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marily with the question of what is learned in perceptual 
learning. They believe an understanding of the nature of 
perceptual learning is necessary before any specific mech­
anisms or processes can be hypothesized. 
Gibson and Gibson are critical of the emphasis on 
change in response in the associationistic definition of 
perceptual learning. They argue that perceptual learning 
should be concerned with changes in effective stimulation. 
They contend that the baSic problem of perceptual learn­
ing is how certain variables of phYSical stimulation came 
to function as cues. 
A further point of disagreement is revealed in the 
Gibsons' objection to Postman1s assertion that the question 
of direction of change in correspondence between perception 
and stimulation is an experimental one. If change in res­
ponse is the sole criterion of perceptual learning without 
regard to the verdicality, or physical correspondence, of 
the response, then a progressive decrease in veridicali ty 
shOUld be considered learning by Postman. 
This last statement of Gibson and Gibson indicates 
one of the major problems of any theory of perceptual learn­
ing, i.e., a criterion of perceptual learning. As Gibson 
and Gibson have stated, the question of the nature of per­
ceptual learning is basic to further theorization� Upon ex­
amining the criteria of perceptual learning postulated by 
the two theorists one notes an obvious difference in the r el-
ative importance of the roles assigned to the stimulus and 
the response. The Gibson and Gibson position is almost com­
pletely concerned with the stimulus side of the stimulus-re­
sponse sequence wbile Pos.tman expresses his criterion of per­
ceptual learning solely in terms of changes in response. 
Wohlwill (1958), in a penetrating analysis of the the­
oretical problem· of perceptual learning, contends that a more 
clearly specified criterion of perceptual learning is nec­
essary by both positions before an evaluation of the two ap­
pl'oaches can be made. In pal'ticular, he states that the 
specific stimulus-response relationship to be learned is a 
crucial factor in determining the explanatory power of the 
two formulations. The author suggests a criterion for per­
ceptual learning which he believes will distinguish between 
learning based upon perceptual functions and that based 
upon l'esponse association. Woh1wi11's principal purpose in 
the formulation of this criterion is the exclusion from con .. 
sidel'ation of situations which necessarily involve new stim­
ulus-response associations since in such situations, changes 
on the response side are not indicative of changes on the 
perceptual side. The consequence of this approach of Wohl­
will is a criterion of perceptual leal'ning which includes· 
only the use o f  l'esponses which have previously been asso­
ciated with a given class of stimuli. Thel'efore, in a giv­
en learning situation, if the stimulus to be discriminated 
is a member of the given class of stimuli the response to 
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it will reflect perceptual change. The author states: 
Perceptual learning might thus be regarded as the devel­
opment of a tr���fer of a previously learned set of re­
sponses to a new set of stimuli, the possibility tor 
this traru!Jfel' inhering in the ph,.s16al characteristios 
of .the stimuli (Wohlwill, 1958, p. 440). 
By this definition Wohlwill succeeds in eliminating certain 
types of learning situations .from the province of perceptual 
learning. One apparent exolusion is the learning or signs 
and symbols since the responses to be learned in this set­
ting were not previously established to t he given stimulus 
class. 
Wahlwill believes that his proposed cri terion is 
useful in that it clearl,. separates two alternative theoret­
ical positions concerning the nature of percpetual learn­
ing. Either the transfer of previously learned responses to 
the present stimulus occurs, as permitted by the situation, 
or the response is established through association with any 
discriminable aspect of stimulus tbrough differential rein ... 
foreement. The Gibson and Gibson formulation, according to 
Wahl.ill should be classed with t he first alternative which 
looks upon perceptual learning as essentially a generaliza­
tion phenomenon. The Postman position with its emphasis on 
an associationistic basis for perceptual learning belongs 
under. the second alternative. 
Wohlwill proceeds to analyze a varl,ety of perceptual 
iearning situations 1nthe light of the two alternative 
positions. Of particuclar interest 1$ his analysis of judg-
ments of quantitative relationships. In judgments of CQM­
plex quantitative relationships such as relative distance, 
Wohlwill believes the stimuli are sufficiently complex in 
nature to allow for a Gibson and Gibson interpretation of 
this type of learning. There are a multitude of dimensions 
of variation inherent in the stimulus to permit the sub-
ject to progressively elaborate and respond accordingly. 
If this learning occurred in the absence of external rein­
fOI"cem.ent, the Postman position would hardly be applicable 
since the associationsl position assumes som.e reinforcing 
agent. However, if reinforcement is present, the Postman 
position is clearly relevant. In this case, learning 
would consist of the association of the correct response. 
with any discriminable aspect of the stimulus. Wohlwill 
offers an experimentally testable implication of this thesis; 
i.e., according to Postman, there should be·no difference in 
the ease of the establishment of learning based upon increas­
ingly nonverdical responses and increaSingly veridical ones. 
The Gibson and Gibson position would predict, according to 
Wahlwill, differential learning in favor of the incI"easlng 
veridical judgments. 
Judgments of relative distance illustrates a rela­
tively complex example of jUdgments of quantitative rela­
tionships. Certainly, many relatively simpler prob1ems 
oxist in judgments of this type. It seems necessary to ex-
amine these judgments to see if they are qualitatively 
di�ferent from the more complex cases of judgments of quan­
titative relationships. Wohlwill believes that the answer 
depends upon the complexity of the dimension of physical 
st1mnlatlon under consideration in the context of the total 
judgmental situation. When a one-to-one eorrespondence ex­
ists between the psychological and the physical dimension 
of stimulation, no opportunity is provided for the specifi­
city learning postulated by the Gibson and Gibson formula­
tion. Wohlwill suggests the loudness of pure tones as an 
example of this one-to-one correspondence. However, even 
in this supposedly Simple dimension of stimulation, prob­
lems arise. It is well known that changes in the phYSical 
intensity of sound are characterized by changes in the two 
psychological dimensions of pitch and loudness. A more ap­
propriate modality, and the one selected in the present 
paper, seems to be olfaction. There are several reasons 
for this selection. The sense of smell is perhaps one of 
the most physiologlcal�y primitive of the human senses. 
Consequently, one would expect the possible psychological 
dimensions of olfaction to be limited by the rel ative prim­
itiveness o� the olfactory mechanism. Another reason is 
that no well-established psychological dimensions of olfac­
tion exist in the comtemporal'"Y psychological literature 
such as in vision and audition. While this statement im­
plies that the psychological dimension of olfaction is as 
dimensionally simple as the corresponding physical on�, a 
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word of c aution mus t be menti oned. The faot that the visual 
and auditory modal ities are oharacterize d  by a number of e s­
tabli shed psychological dimensions as c ompared to olfac tion 
may be accounted for, perhaps more pars imoniously, in terms 
of the tremendous difference in the quant ity of research per­
formed in these areas. For prac tical reas ons, vision and 
aud i tion have rec e ived more a tte ntion than the o ther sense 
modal i t ie s. 
Notwithstanding the above -mentione d cri tic ism, olfac­
tion remains as an ide al modal i t y  for the investigation
" 
of 
perc e ptual learning at a relative ly simple level. Al though 
the res u l ts or an e xplora tory i nve s tigation of the role of 
learning in olfac ti on will not nec e s s arily s upport the Post­
man posit i on or negate the Gibs on and Gibson pos i tion s i nce 
the assumption of a one-to-one c orre s pondence be tween the 
p s ychological and physi cal d imensions may be e rroneous, 
the f i ndings should shed c ons iderable light on the nature 
of perceptual le arning. 
Empirical Background 
As GIbson (1953) has ind ic ate d  in an exte nsive re­
view or the empirical literature in perceptual learning, 
l i t tle e vide nce re lating perce p tual judgme n ts t o  learning 
exists in the c urren t  te x tbooks of psychol ogy. However, 
s ome rece n t  trends in perceptual the ory such as the formu-
lations of Rebb , Ames and Cantril, and Gibson and Gibson 
have somewha t changed this unproduc tive sta te. Other in­
fluences are the prac tical problems of industry and the 
mili tary which have genera ted a multi tude of research ip 
this area. 
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As in any new area of investigation the first ques­
tions to be asked are, of necessity, basic  in na ture . In 
particular, the question of the exis tenoe of improvement of 
perceptual judgments wi th praotice, must be answered. And 
sec ondly, if there is evidence for improvement of these 
judgments, what fac tors influence them? 
Of particular i nterest to the presen t thesis is the 
evidence tor improvement of perceptual acui ty and sensi tiv­
ity by practice and the role of the f ollowing fac tors in per­
ceptual learning: amount of prac tice , distributi on of prac­
tice, and knowledge of resul ts. The review of this evidence , 
which fol1oWB, will be in grea t par t, a summary of the ra� 
ther exhaus tive review of Gibson {1953) • 
. lmprove�ent £! Perceptual Acui ty !Ea Sensi tivi ty 
The effec ts of pra c tice on acui ty have been investi­
gated principally in the area of v is i on • .  Optome trists have 
made numerous c la ims tha t prescribed tra ining will a id in 
the c orrec tion of visual anomal ies sucb as as tigma tism and 
nearsightedness . Woods, however, according to Gibsoh, re­
ported no change in the c ondi tion of 103 myopic'patients 
tested before and after training. Although Gibson cites a 
study by Morgan as evidence that the treatment must be varied 
depending on the particular anomaly, the influence of train­
ing on the correction of visual anomalies remains question-
able. 
Considerable positive evidence has been found for t he 
effect of practice on foveal visual acuity. Santord (1888) 
in an early experiment using letters as test objects, and 
more recently Wilcox (1936) using parallel bars, reported 
large increments in acuity as a result of practice. Bruce 
and Low (1951) add generality to these findings with a re-
I 
port of an increase in acuity after training with aircraft 
photographs, presented tachistoscopicly. Two rather isolated 
studies, Dobrowolsky and Gaine (Gibson, 1953 ), and Low (1946) 
demonstrated that practice affects peripheral visual acuity 
positively too, with a considerable increase in sensitivity 
in the latter investigation. 
In cutaneous sensitivity;. Gibson cites a number of 
early studies, such as Dresslar, Mukherjee, SolOll1ons, Tawney, 
and Volkman indieating the effectiveness of practice in lo­
wering the two-point threshold on the skin. An early study 
in audition by Brown (Gibson, 1953 ) demonstrated that prae� 
tice raised the upper threshold for discrimination of tones. 
Harriman and MacLeod (1953) found a significant increase in 
sensitivity to salt in rats as a result of practioe. In 
this study the rats were deprived of water and reinforced 
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with elec .. tric shock. In general, these investigations dem­
onstra.te .an increase in sensitivity as a result of practice 
in a number of diverse sense modalities. In most instances 
the stimulus presented to the subject represented a composite 
of a number of psychological dimensions of stimulation. In 
the two-point limen, for example, the subjects were exposed 
to warmth, cold, and perhaps pain stimulation. No investi­
ga tions . of the effec ts . of prac tice on olfac tory sens i ti vi ty 
were found in the literature. 
Amount of Practice 
....... ..... ...... - -.------
That practice affects improvement in perceptual judg­
ments is perhaps evident from the above discussion. How­
ever, still to be ascertained is the function which relates 
these two variables. Gibson notes that few of the experi­
ments relating to this topic have measured the effects of 
practice at sufficient points to accurately describe a func­
tion. However, that frequency of practice is an effective 
variable, has been shown in a number of diverse investiga­
tions (Bevan & Zener, 1952; Crosland, Taylor & Newsam, 
1929; Fehrer, 1935; Gough, 1922; Howes & Solomon, 1951; 
Seward, 1931; Tresselt, 1947) , and Fernberger (1916) has 
found evidence that early practice is more effective than 
later in improvement in lifting weights. Of these 'studies, 
learning curves were plotted by Seward, Howes and Solomon, 
and Bevan and Zener. In general, these investigators found 
a gradual continuous rise in their measures of improvement 
I 
although there was little agreement on the directi on or the 
acceleration or the learning curves. This lack or agreement 
or direction may rerlect the dirferences in the tasks em­
ployed. 
Distribution of Practice 
Although the efrects or distribution or practice have 
been investigated in a huge number or diverse learning sit­
uations relatively little work has been done in perceptual 
learning.  Gibson cites only one study (Lewis, 1908) which ( 
has investigated this parameter. Lewis round that distrib­
uted practice on alternate days accelerated the rate of de­
crease of the Muller-Lyer illusion. 
�owledge � Results 
A number or studies have round evidence r� perceptual 
learning without any apparent knowledge or results. These 
studies are characterized by the omission or externa.l rein­
forcement. However, the experimental situation provides the 
S wi th some "'internal" reinforcement and consequently it 
seems extremely difficult to experimentally test the effects 
of practice on perceptual judgment without reinforcement or 
some kind. For example; in the writer's experience, in ab­
solute threshold determinations in  olfaction and gustation 
without external knowledge or results, �s have repprted dar-
. inite recognition or the stimulant under investigation and 
this recogniM.on was substantiated by their results. 
i5 
As a c onsequence of . this discussion the following 
J 
th:vee types ot perceptual learnIng emerge; perceptual 
learning with both internal and external re inforcement, 
perceptual learning wi th only internal re inforcement' , and· 
perc eptual learning with only external r'ein:forcement. As 
menti oned above, the third type may be extremely ft itficult, 
if not impossible , t o  demonstrate empirically. 
In her review of perceptual learning w i thout external 
reinforcement, Gibson c i te s  several s tudies ot the two-point 
threshold by Dresslar, Mukhe rjee , Tawney, and Volkman, which 
have demonitrated learning without reinforceme nt by!. The 
reviewer points out that the me thod ot limits employed in 
these s tudies provides the S with detinite anchoring con-
-
cepts of ltoneness" and " twoness." Her point is substantia-
ted by a s tudy by Hoisington (1917) who used the me thod of 
constant stimul i and found no decrement in the two-point 
l imen. 
Gibson· c i tes several studies which she be lieves pro­
v ide no opportuni ty tor internal reintorcement. Fernberger 
(1916) and Urban (Gibson, 1953) found improvement in compar­
isons of l itted we ights wi th no ex ternal re inforcement. 
Fehrer (1935) and Sew�rd (1931) reported improvement in the 
identification ot lette rs under n impoverished"l c ondi tions of 
stimula ti on.  Fehrer presented her stimuli tachistoseopicly 
and Seward, un'd.!9r dim i llumina tion .  Contrary to Gibsonts 
s tatement th$t these s tudies present no opportuni ty for se lf-
f '\ 
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reinforcement, it appears to the present writer in all four 
instances an argument could be offered in favor of the pos­
sibility of internal reinforcement. For example, in the 
learning of the identification of letters under dim illum­
ination it seems possible that the � will identify one part 
of the letter early in the learning process and gradually 
build upon this until sufficient information. is made avail­
able for identification purposes. After having identified 
one part of the letter the successive presentations will be 
reinforcing. 
Of the experiments which contrast practice with and 
without external knowledge of results, all show a definite 
superiority of the external knowledge condition. The classic 
experiments in this area have been performed by Thorndike 
(193Z), who produced evidence for a variety of absolute 
judgments. The studies by Minturn and Reese, and Taubman 
6n absolute judgment of numbers and Solomon's invest1g!l-
tion on the two-point limen are further evidence cited by 
Gibson. Other evidence is an investigation of favor dis­
crimination by Pfaffman and Schlosberg (1953) in which they 
found that knowledge of the results improved performance of 
experienced and inexperienced Ss in easy and difficult dis-
-
criminatlons. 
Summarl � � Empirical Literature 
In general, evidence exists for improvement in percep­




phenomena. In acuity, improvement is noted in central and 
peripheral vision, and the two-point th�eshold. Increases 
in sensitivity are seen in audition and gustation. The 
stimuli employed in these range in complexity from aircraft 
silhouettes (Low� 1946) to salt solutions (Harriman and 
MacLeod, 1953). The frequency of prac tice has proved to be 
a significant variable in i number of diverse investigations 
with same agreement on the properties of tne function rela­
ting amount of practice and degree of improvement. On the 
basis of the one study testing the effects of massed versus 
spaced practice trials, distribution of practice affects 
Improvement in performance. More research directed at un-
covering the effects of this variable 1s obviously needed 
in a variety of perceptual learning settingsi The role of 
knowledge of results in perceptual learning is a complex 
one. External knowledge of results gives improved per� 
formance in a variety of situations but the effects of in­
ternal reinforcement are not clear. 
Purpose 2!. ..!£e! Presen� S'tud:y; 
The purpose of the present study is twofold in nature. 
The first of these aims is primarily theoretical. One use­
ful approach in science has been to concentrate on the de­
termination of the laws of simple phenomena for the purpose 
of accounting for more complex ones. The present experiment 
is typical of this approach. By investigating the role of 
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learning in the relatively primItive olfactory modality, cer­
tain more complex theoretical problem� may be clarified. In 
., 
particular, the present experiment is relevant to the pre-
viously discussed theoretical controversy between the speci­
ficity position· of Gibson and Gibson and the associationist 
position of Postman. 
On the empirical level, the present experiment. by in­
vestigating the role of learning in olfactory sensitivity, 
represents an attempt to supplement the paucity of literature 
concerning the olfactory sense and its relation to important 
psychologjcal variables. 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Experimental Design 
Two experiments were performed. the second being a 
partial replication of the first. Both experiments had the 
same design but differed in the number of levels involved 
in the treatment variables. Experiment I employed a three 
by three by eight factorial design for repeated measurements. 
The two treatment variables were trials per session and days 
between sessions and eight th�eshold determinations were 
taken for each S. The geometric representation of this de-
-
sign is shown in Figure 1. Three Ss were used in each of 
the nine resulting cells making a total of twenty-seven for 
Experiment I. 
Beoause of the practical difficulties of seheduling 
Ss tbr this experiment which extended, in some cases. over 
a period of tour weeks, no matching was employed, In fact, 
since each � selected his schedule on the basis of his a­
vaIlabilIty, � e mployed no systematIc basiS tor the selee­
tion and assignment of Ss to conditions. 
-
The experimental design for Experiment II was identi­
cal with that of Experiment I except that only two levels 
tor each treatment variable were employed. AgaIn each ot 



















Figure 1. Geome tric representation or design ror 
Experiment I. 
.�l 
a total of twelve � in the replication. The design for Ex­
periment I I  is represented geOmetrically in Figure 2. 
Subjects 
The Ss were thirty-nine male undergraduate students -
from the University of Tennessee. They ranged in age from 
eighteen to twenty-seven and were all volunteers from an 
introductory course in psychology. In their classroOm work 
no mention had been made of the problem under investigation 
or of related problems. None of the �s had had previous ex­
perience with olfactory threshold determination in the psych­
ological laboratory. 
Procedure 
All data was collected in an air-conditioned room. 
Temperature ranged from seventy-two to seventy-four degrees 
Fahrenheit. S was seated comfortably and presented with 
four grooved wooden blocks each of which held a lOX75 rom cork­
stoppered pyrex test tube. Three of the test tubes contained 
ethylene glycol only while the fourth contained the odorant, 
iso-amyl acetate in ethylene glycol as the solvent. 
A forced-choice method of limits proposed by Jones 
(1956) was used for all threshold determinations. S was -
instructed to sniff all tubes and to identify the tube which 














Figure 2. Geometric representation of design for 
Experiment I I .  
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from adaptation e f fects only the ascending series o f  the 
method of limits was employed and each trial consisted o f  
two such series. The level at which � correctly identified 
the odorant twice in succession was taken as the threshold 
value for that series. The threshold value for a given 
trial was the mean o f  the threshold values for the two ser-
ies making up the trial. The testing time for each trial 
was approximately twelve minutes and three minutes of rest 
were given between trials for Ss exposed to more than one 
trial a session. 
All Ss received knowledge of results. They were told 
-
"right" for a correct choice and Itwrong" for an incorrect 
one. In the caSe of an incorrect response no further knowl­
edge was pro�ided by E so S was not in formed which one o f  the 
- -
remaining three tubes contained the stimulant. 
To control for diurnal e f fects, each S was tested at 
-
the same time oraay for all his sessions. The possible con­
taminating e f fects o f  smoking were partially controlled by 
instructing each � to refrain from smoking for at least an 
hour before each session. 
The odorants were prepared by successive dilution of 
iso-amyl acetate in ethylene glycol. The highest concentra­
t�on, Tube No. 15, contained .OlM iso-amyl acetate, the next 
tube, No. 14, contained • 005M , Tube No. 13, .0025M and s o  





S ta tis tics 
Because the primary interes t in this :oJ tudy was in the 
number of S showing the effects of the experimental variables, 
-
the major emphasis in the analYSis of the data was placed 
upon consistency rather than magnitude of changes. Conse­
quently the Chi square technique was fl'equentlyemployed. 
In the deteromination of the effects of magnitude and direc­
tion of change, an analysis of trends proposed by Grant (1956), 
was used for both experiments. 
Since there was no basis for predicting the direction 
of the effects of the test variables, two-sided tests for 
significance were used in all analyses. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
Since this study consisted of two experiments, the 
second a partial replication of the first, two separate 
analyses were performed. In each replication the two inde­
pendent va<riables, trials per session, and days between ses­
sions, were also analyzed separately. An attempt was made 
to analyze communalities and differences between the two ex­
periments on each of these variables. 
Experiment I 
� Effects of Trials per Session 
The effects ot number of trials per session upon sen­
sitivity were analyzed parametricly and non-parametricly. 
An analysis of trends (Grant, 1956) was employed as the par­
ametric technique as seen in Table I. However certain assump­
tions of this technique may have been violated. Among these 
is the assumption of equal error variances for each group of 
the same trial. Table II indicates the ranges and means for 
each group at each trial. Since the range is a crude index 
of variability, an examination of the behavior of the group 
ranges from trial to trial may reflect some light on the ho­
mogenei ty of the error variances for each trial. A CUrB017 
lObk at this data indicates heterogeneity of the ranges for 
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some trials. For Trial 2 the ranges of Group D4T1 and Group 
D4T2 differ by a factor of sixteen. For Trial 5 the factor 
is seven for the comparison of the ranges of Group D4Tl and 
Group D1T2. These differences in group ranges for the sarna 
trial may well indicate a violation of the homogeneity of 
variance assumption. A further problem is �at these wide 
differences in range hold for some trials and not for others. 
Consequently any transformation or the data would have dif­
ferential effects on variability. In light of this probable 
violation, caution must be exercised in the interpretation' 
of the results of the trend analysis. 
As indicated in Table I, the over-all trend was sig­
nificant at the .01 level. Mathematically this means that 
the slope of the curve representing mean values for each 
trial deviated significantly from zero, or behaviorally 
speaking, the �s showed significant changes in sensitivity 
from Trial 1 to Trial 8. The fact that the linear component 
of the over-all trend was highly significant indicates that 
the threshold changes from Trial 1 to Trial 8 were gradual, 
and in the direction of increased sensitivity. 
The moderately high Significance of the differences 
between group trends indicates that the trends of the mean 
threshold values from Trial 1 to Trial 8 differed signifi­
cantly for the nine groups. The fact that the trials per 
se�sion component of the differences between group trends 
differed in quadratic form is somewhat evident from Figure 
TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF TRENDS OF C ODED THRESHOLD VALUES 
FOR EXPER IMENT I 
Source of Varia tion df 'ft1fllt Sq,lJAre F. , 
A. Over-all Trend 7 20.7989 
7 .«-1 .  Linear 1 131 .730Q. 18 . ** 2 .  Quadratic 1 5 .2284 1  1 
�: 
Cubic 1 5 .7813 1.53 
Quartic 1 0 . 0471 0 . 02 
5. Higher Order 3 
12 . 6536 B. Between Group Means 8 0 .30 
a. Trials 2 36.2917 0.87 
b. Days 2 6 . 0035 0 .14 
c. In teraction 
5i 
4 .1597 0.10 
C .  Be tween Group Trends 4.1728 1.u8* 
1 .  Linear 8 11. 6355 1.63 
s .  Trials 2 3 . 8031 0.53 
b. Days 2 2 . 4796 0 .35 
c. Interaction 
� 
20.1297 2 . 82 
2 .  Quadra tic 
i·
1149 1.1�2 
a: . Trials 2 .7575 3 . 03* 
b. Days 2 3 . 119� 1.08 
c. Interaction 
i 
2 . 291 0 . 80 
3 .  C ubic 5 .1819 1.37 
a. Trials 2 6 ·4b13 1 . 85 
b .  Days 2 1 • . 60 0 .39 
c. Interaction 
i 
6 .1452 1 . 63 
4 .  Quartic . 1. 8263 0.82 
a .  Trials 2 0 .3480 0 .16. 
b .  Days 2 5 .32$1 2 . 40 
c. Interac tion 
i� 
0. 8161 0.37 
5 .  Higher Order 
41 . 8252 14. 82** D. Between Individual Means 
E .  Between Individual Trends 126 2 . 8213 
1 .  Linear 18 7.1423 
2 .  Quadratic 18 2 . 8906 
�: 
Cubic 18 3 .7728 
Quartic 18 2 .2187 
5 .  Higher Order 54 
Total 215 
* s1fgnlticant at 5� confidence level 
�� Significant a t  1� confidence level 
TABLE II 
MEANS AND RANGES OF THE C ODED THRESHOLD VALUES ACROSS 
TRIALS BY GROUP IN EX PER IMENT I 
Trial 
GrouR l 2 3 t,; !l 6 :z 
D1Tl Mean 8 .2 8 . 2 6.5 3 .2 3 .3 3 . 8  2 . 7 
Range 8 . 0 8 . 0 9 .5 1 .5  3 . 0  1 .5 3 . 0 
D2 T1 Mean 4.4 3 . 3 4 .2 3 .5 3 .5 3 . 3 3 .5 
Range 4 . 0 4.5 5 .0 4 . 0 1 . 5 2 . 0 3 . 0 
D4T1 Me�n 7 .2 4 . 3 4 .5 3 . 8 4. 8  4. 8 4 .5 
Range 2 . 0 0 .5 0 1 .5 1 . 0 3 . 0 3 . 0 
D1T2 Mean 5 .3 5. 8  5 .3  5 . 7 6 .3 7 . 2 5.3 
Range 5.5  10. 5 10. 0  9 . 0 7 . U 8 . 5 5 .0 
D2 T2 Mean 
l·
O 7 . 5  7 .7 7 . 8  4 .7 3 .3 4. 0 
Range . 5  5.5  7 .5 5 . 5  4. 0 1 . 5  4 .5 
Dl�T2 Mean 6 . 0 5 . 8 4.5 5 . 8 � . 8 6 . 3  4. 7  Range 4- . 0 8 . 0  3 . 5 7 .5 . 5  6 . 0 3 . 0 
D1T4 Mean 6 .5 6 . 7  5 .7 � . 5  3 .2 3 .2 3 . 7  Range 6 .5 8 . 0 7 .5 . 0 2 .5 3 .5 2 .5  
D2T4- Mean 4 . 8 5.2 5 .3 3 .5 5 . 0 3 .2 3 .2 
Range 7 .. 5 10 . 0 9 .5  5 . 0 1 . 0 2 . 0 3 . 0 
D4T4 Mean 5 .5 5.5 6 .7  7 . 0 2 .5  3 . 2 3 .2 
Range 1 .5  2 . 0 4. 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 3 . 0 2 . 0 
Grand Mean 6.1 5. 8 5 .6 4 . 9  4 .4 4.3 3 .7 
..... .. ..... _ .  
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B 
3 .2 4 .5 
3 .2 5 . 0 
5 .3' 
2 . 5 
5 .7  8 .5 
3 . 8 
2 . 0 
4 . 8 7 . 0 
4 . 0 
3 .5 
� .8 .5 
3 . 5  
3 . 0 
4. 1 
Mean , 
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, Figure 3. Mean c oded thre shold value s acros s tr ia l s  for one , two , 





3 .  Curve DT2 is in general ,  concave downward with an ab­
s olute maximum a>'t Trial 4. In contras t curve DTl . is c on­
cave 'UPward wi th an abs olute minimum a t  the same trial. 
Psychologically, this finding indica tes that the maj or por­
tion of the learning occurred in the fIrs t few trials for 
s ome groups (Curve DTl ) and in the las t few for others 
(Curve DT2 ) . 
Of particular interes t in respec t to the reliability 
of the measures are the highly significant individual dif­
ferences in average performance as shown by the significant 
F between individual means . These Significant differences 
are usually found in the case of reliable meas ures of per­
formance (Grant, 1956) . 
Of the other c omparisons involving the variable of 
trials per ses s ion i t  is interes ting to note the ins ignif­
icant value for this component of the differences between 
group mean s .  Since this result includes a comparison of 
the group means over all eight trials i t  is not su�pris ing 
that no differentiation exi s ts . 
Examina tion of the cons is tency of the effec ts of t he 
trials per seaaion' variable , as indicated in Tables I I I  and 
IV, reveals no differentia tion for this variable.  �s at  all 
levels of trials per ses s ion ' show s.imilar improvement from 
Trial I to Trial 8 and from Trial 1 to TIolal 5 .  
These two tables also present the total number of S s  
whose threshold values increased, decreased, and remained un-
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changed over periods o f  e igh t  and f ive tr i a ls . Both c ompar­
i s ons are h i ghly s ignifi cant (X2< . 001 f or Tabl e  III and 
2. . 
X < .005 for Ta!ble IV ) ,  ind i c a ting tha t mos t .subj e c ts showed 
improvemen t  and. tha t the improvemeht was e vide n t  as e arly 
as Trial 5. Trial 5 was s e lec ted for c omparis on i n  T�b le 
IV s ince th i s  waS the f ir s t trial tha t refle c te d  the effe c ts 
of tria ls per s e s s ion and days be twe en s e s s i ons for all 
groups . Examina t i on of Table XX I  reveals tha t the �s who 
improved d i d  no t differ from the o thers in the ir abs olute 
threshold value f or Trial 1 .  
T o  further inve s ti ga te the effe c ts o f  tria l s  per s e s ­
s i on a n  analys is of· th e  trial t o  trial thre shold cha nges wa s 
under taken under: c ondi tfons of mas s e d  and s paced d i s tribu t i on 
of tria l s . In Table V. no differentiati on wa s found f o r  the 
three value s of trials per s e s s i on in the number of �s show­
ing a ma j or i ty of i ncre a s e s  and de crea s e s  for cons ecutive 
spaced tria l s . Table V I  pres e nts the r esul ts f or c ons ecutive 
trial chang e s  in threshold va lue under mas s ed d i s tribut i on of 
tria l s . As ' indic a te d ,  mos t �s w i th more than one tri a l  per 
s e s s i on show an adapta t i on effe c t  when the ir threshold value s 
f or c onsecutive trials wi thin the same s es s i on are c ompared .  
Whi le the effe c t  i s  not l arge , i t  o ontra s t s  sharply wi th the 
re sul ts of trial to tri a l  ohange s for one tri a l  per s e s s i on .  
Mos t .§.S und e r  thi s  oond i t i on showed deore a s e s  I n  s ens i t iv i ty .  
However ,  ne i tha I'  thi s  0 ompari s on nor any o ther for Ta ble V 
or Table VI approa che d s ignificanc e . 
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TABLE III 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS IN EXPERIMENT I WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
INCREASED, DECREASED, AND REMAINED UNCHANGED FROM 
TRIAL 1 TO TRIAL 8 FOR ONE, '.NO, AND FOUR 
TRIALS PER SESS ION . 
=--.. � IT :: . ;'-:== 
Tria:t. Per · Wo 
Sessi on GrOll! Inc rease De cl"ease Chanse : Total 
4 · DiT4 0 3 · 0  . 3 
D2T!4 1 2 0 3 DJ:t.T4 0 3 0 3 
Total 1 8 0 9 
2 DlT2 2 1 0- 3 D2Ta 0 3 6 3 D4T2 o ·  2 1 3 
Total 2 6 1 9 
1 DlTl 0 3 0 3 D2Tl 0 3 0 3 D4Tl () 3 0 3 
Total cj 9 0 9 
Grand Total 3 23 1 27 
f: . f'''.I . f ." 
TABLE IV 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS IN EXPERIMENT I WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
INCREASED , DECREASED , AND RD1AINED UNCHANGED FROM 
TRIAL 1 TO TRIAL S FOR ONE, TWO , AND FOUR 
TRIALS PER SESSION . 
Trials Per · No 
Ses s i on Group Increase Decrease Ohan!! Total 
. 
4 DlT4 0 3 0 . '  3 
D2� 2 1 0 3 
D4Tli. 0 3 0 3 
Total 2 7 0 9 
2 Dl1'2 2 1 0 3 
D2 T2 0 3 0 3 
D4T2 1 2 0 3 
Total 3 6 0 9 
1 nlTl 0 3 0 3 
D2TI 0 2 1 3 
04Tl 0 3 0 3 
Total 0 8 1 9 
Grand Total S 21 1 27 
TABLE V 
NUMBER OF SUBJEC TS IN EXPER IMENT I WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
FOR C ONSECUTIVE TR IALS , S PACED WITH RES PEC T TO TRIALS 
PER SES S I ON F OR EAC H  C OND ITI ON, SHOWED A MAJ ORI TY  
OF INCREASES , A MAJ ORITY OF DECREASES , AND N O  
C ONSIS TENT C HANGE 
. ConsecutIve MajorIty Maj ority 
.14 
Trial ot In- ot De- No To-
Comparisons Group creases creases Change . tal 
- II 
�-5 Dli\ 1 1 1 3 
Ji.-5 D2T!i. 2 1 0 3 
li--5 D4Tli. 0 3 0 3 
Total 'lit. 3 5 1 9 
2-3 ,"--5,6-7 D1T2 1 2 0 3 
2-3 ,�-5,6-7 D21.'2 0 3 0 3 
2-3 ,li--5, 6-7 D4T2 1 2 0 3 
'fotal T2 2 7 . 0 9 
1-2,2-3 • • •  7-8 DIT1 1 2 0 3 
1-2 ,2-3 • • •  7-8 D2T1 I 1 I 3 
1-2 , 2-3 • • •  7-8 D4!f1 0 2 1 3 
Total Tl 2 5 2 9 
Grand Total 7 17 3 27 
TABLE VI 
NmnBER OF SUBJEC TS IN EXPERIMENT I WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
FOR , C ONSECUTIVE TRIALS , MASSED WITH RESPEC T TO TRIALS 
PER SES S I ON FOR EACH C ONDITION, SHOWED A MAJpR I TY 
OF INCREASES , A MAJORITY OF DECREASES , AND NO 
C ONSI S TENT C HANGE 
' Oonsecutive . Maj orlty Maj ority · 
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Trial of In- of De- No '1'0-
C OInEarls ons Group creases creases ChanS· tal 
' 1-2,2-3 • • • 7-S DITI 1 2 0 3 
1-2,2-3 • • • 7-8 D2T1 1 1 lL 3 
1-2,2-3 • • •  7-8 D4Tl 0 2 1 3 
Total 1'1 2 5 2 9 
1-2,3 -4,5-6, 7-S DIT2 2 1 0 3 
1!"2 , 34i.,g-6 11 7.S D2T2 2 1 0 3 
1:-2,3-4·, · : ..s, 7i.8, n4T2 2 1 0 3 
Total '1'2 6 3 0 9 
1-2 • • •  3�,5-6 • • •  7-S DIT4 1 2 0 3 
1-2 • • • 3-4, 5-6 • • • 7-8 D214 1 1 1 3 
1-2 • • •  3-4,5-6 • • •  7-8 D4T4 2 0 1 3 
Total T4 4 3 2 9 
Grand Total 12 11 4 27 
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In summary, the over-all trend for the e ight trials 
was found to be s ignificantly linear and this  resul t is 
supported by the corresponding s ignificance of the number of 
subjec ts who showed decreases in threshold . No S ignificant 
differentia tion was found for the variable of trials 'per 
seasion in contributing to this decreas e .  Trial to trial 
analys is of tb.%'eshold values for spaced trials revealed a 
majori ty of .§.S increas ing but aga in no differentiation for 
the three levels of trials per ses s i on. The corresponding 
analys is of massed trials revealed increased thresholds for 
mos t Sa with more than one trial per session and decreased 
-
sens i tivity for those under the condi tion for one trial per 
sess ion.  
� Effec ts � DaIS Be tween Ses s io�s 
Examination of Table 1 reveals insignificance for all 
of the c omparisons involving the variable of days be tween 
sess ions . Of particular intere s t  is  the failure of any of 
the differences  be tween group trends to a t ta in significance 
with respect  to one of the four orders of func tions . This 
lack of differentiation is evident from inspec t ion of Fig­
ure 4 . All three curves decrease  as a func tion of trials 
wi th little difference between the rates of decrease . In 
other words , .§.S for one , two,  and four days be tween  sessions 
show s imilari ty in the gradualness  with which they improve . 
That the comparis on involving the variable of days be ­
tween ses s i ons is  ins ignificant is not surpris ing .  This re-
37 
suI t,  as was the c a s e  wi th trials per s e s s i on, compares group 
means over e ight trial s  and the differential effe c ts of mass ed 
and s paced dis tributi ons over the e igh t �als migh t  be expe c ­
ted to canc e l  each other . 
Inspec t i on of the c ons is tency of the effec t of days 
be tween se s s f. ons , a s  indica ted in Tables VII and VIII re­
vea l s  no s ignificant differentia ti on for the ' variable . In 
both cas es , however , the trend i s  in the expec ted direc tlono 
Tables IX and X present the rasul ts of a cons i s  tency 
analys is of the trial to trial thre shold changes under 
massed and s paced dis tributi ons of tria ls . Examinat i on of 
both reve als no differentiation for the days be tween se's s ions 
vari able . In both tables the re sul ts for all three values 
of th1s variable are in e s sentially the same dire c ti on .  The 
massed c omparis ons show an increase in threshol d for the ma­
j ori ty of Ss a t  two of the thre e levels while the s paced 
comparis ons exhibi t  decrease s  in thre shold value s for Ss a t  
a l l  thre e levels . 
Experiment II 
The resul t s  of Experiment I I  were analyzed wi th the 
same te chnique s a s  Experiment I .  The ana lyse s  are presen­
ted in the same tabular and figural form. 
� Effec ts � Trials Eeg �e s s i�� 
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HUMBER OF SUBJECTS IN EXPERIMENT I WHOSE mRESHOLD VALUES 
INCREASED, DECREASED, AND REMAINED UNCHANGED FROM 
TRIAL I TO TRIAL 8 FOR ONE, TWO, AND FOUR 
DAYS BETWEEN SESS IONS 
Da'18 Be tween No 
Sessions 
• __ J!rq� Increase De crease Chane Total - .. .. . 
I DIT1 0 3 0 3 
DIT2 2 I 0 3 
DI'f4 0 3 0 3 
Total 2 7 0 9 
· 2  D2'1'1 0 3 0 3 
D2'1'2 0 3 0 3 
D2T4 1 2 0 3 
Total 1 8 0 9 
4 DH.Tl 0 3 0 3 
D4T2 0 2 1 3 
D4Ttt. 0 3 0 3 
Total 0 8 I 9 
Grand Total 3 23 1 27 
TABLE VIII 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS IN EXPERIMENT I WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
INCREASED, DECREASED , AND REMAINED UNCHANGED FROM 
TRIAL 1 .  TO TRIAL 5 FOR ONE , TWO, AND FOUR 
DAYS BETWEEN SESSIONS 
Da)"s Be tween No 
40 
Se s s i ons Grou2 Increase Decreas e Change Total 








4- n4Tl 0 
n41'2 1 
D4!f.it. 0 
To tal 1 
Grand Tota l · S 
.3 0 .3 
1 0 .3 
.3 0 .3 
1 0 9 
2 1 .3 
.3 0 .3 
1 0 .3 
6 1 9 
.3 0 .3 
2 0 .3 
.3 0 .3 
8 0 9 
21 1 21 
' -n ., ¥ ��_�==jI. _ "  
TABLE IX 
NUMBER OF SUBJEC TS IN EXPER IMENT I WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
FOR C ONSECUTIVE TR IALS ,  S PACED WITH RES PEC T TO DAYS 
BETWEEN SESSI ONS FOR EACH C ONDITI ON, SHOWED A 
MAJ OR I TY  OF INCREASES , A MAJ ORITY OF DE-
CREASES , AND NO C ONS ISTENT CHANGE 
· Consecutive · Majority Maj ority 
'!'rial of In- ot De- No To-
e om,Earisons Gro� creases c!:!a,uts Chatlge tal 
1-2,2-3 • • •  7-8 D1Tl 1 2 0 3 
2-3 ,�-5,6"7 D1T2 1 2 0 3 
4-5 D1� 1 1 1 ·  3 
Total D1 3 5 1 9 
1-2,2-3 • •  
6
7-8 D2T1 1 1 1 3 
2-3,4-5, -7 D2T2 0 3 0 3 
. 4-5 . D2* 2 1 0 3 
� 
Total D2 3 5 1 9 
1-2,2-3 • • • 7-8 D�T1 0 2 1 3 
2-3,4-5,6-7 Dlj.'f2 1 2 0 .3 
4-5 Dij.T4 0 3 0 3 
Total 1>4 1 7 1 9 
Grand Total 7 17 3 27 
TABLE X 
NUM BER OF SUBJEC TS IN EXPERIMENT I WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
FOR C ONSECUTIVE TRIALS , MASSED WITH RES PEC T TO DAYS 
BETWEEN SES SIONS FOR EACH C ONDITION, SHOWED A 
MAJ OR ITY OF INCREASES , A MAJ ORITY OF DE­
CREASES ,  AND NO C O:tTSIS TENT C HANGE 
C ons ecutive Ma j ori ty Maj ori ty 
Trial ot In- ot De- lio '1'0-
001D2arls ons GrouE creas e s  creas es Chanse tal 
. 1-2 , 2-3 . . .  7-8 Dk-T1 0 2 1 3 
1-2.9�S-6 • • • 7-8 D41'2 2 1 0 3 
1-2 • • •  3 ,5-6 • • • 7-8 D4T4 2 0 1 3 
Total nq. q. 3 2 9 
1-2 ,2-3 • • •  7.a D2T1 1 1 1 3 
1-2 ,3-4. 5-6 7-8 D21'2 2 1 0 3 
1-2 • • • 3=4,5� • • •  7-8 D2Tlt- 1 1 1 3 
Total D2 4- 3 2 9 
1-2 , 2-3 • • •  7-8 D1'1'1 1 2 0 3 
1-2,3 -4 5-6 7-8 D1'1'2 2 1 0 3 
1-2 • • • 3�,5:& • • •  7-8 D1T4. 1 2 0 3 
Total D1 4 5 0 9 
Grand Total 12 11 4 27 
II (Grant, 1956 ) are presented in Table XI. Here as in 
Experiment I, caution must be exercised in the interpreta­
tion of this table since the assumption of homogeneity of 
variance for groups within the same trial may be violated. 
Table XII presents the ranges and means for each group at 
each trial. As in the initial experiment, the ranges are 
seen to vary for groups of the same trial. And since wide 
differences hold for s ane trials and not for others , no 
transformation of the data was performed . 
As indicated in Table X I ,  neither the over-all trend 
or any of its components were s ignificant . In other words . 
the mean threshold vs.'ltie for the twelve Sa did not eMrtge 
significantly from Trial 1 to Trial 8 in any direction. 
Another point of interest is the high reliability of the 
measure as indicated by the significant differences between 
individ.ual means . The quartrlc comparisons of the differences 
between group trend are all sign1fIoant but interpretation 
is extremely difficult at this level . The quartric differen­
ces are not apparent in the graphical representation of the 
mean th.reshold values over trials as a function of days be­
tween ses sions, a s  depieted in Figure 6 .  The oscillating 
curve D TI in Figure 5 however, appears to be primarily quar­
tric in shape , and quIte different in this respect from curve 
D�. The psychological significance of this deviation re­
mains obscure. 
Examination of the consistency of the effects of the 
4.4 
TABLE XI 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF TRENDS OF CODED THRESHOLD VALUES 
FOR EXPERIMENT I I 
Source of Variation 
k. Over-all Trend 1.  Linear 2 .  Quadra tic 
�: 
cubic 
Quartic 5. Higher Order 
B.  Be tween Group Means 
a .  Trials 
b .  Days 
a .  Inte rac ti on 
C .  Be tween Group Trends 
1 .  Linear 
a .  Trials 
b. Days 
c .  Interaction 2 .  Q;uadra tic 
a .  Trials 
b .  Days 
c .  Interac tion 3 . cubic 
a .  Trials 
b. Days 
c .  Interac ti on 
4. Quartic 
a .  Trials 
b .  Days 
c .  Interac tion 5 . Higher Order 
D .  Be tween Individual Means 
E. Be tween Individual Trends 1 .  Line"r 2 .  Quadra tic 
a: 
Cubic 
Quartic 5. Higher Order 
Total 
* Significant at 5%: c onfidence 
�� Significant at 1� c onfidence 
dt Mean Sguare 
7 2 .3836 1 5 . 947l 1 1 .443 1 0 . 0038 1 0 .0414 3 3 24. 8221 . 1  69 . 1901 1 5 .2734 1 0 .0027 21  3 .2843 3 5 . 7009 1 0 . 0150 1 14 .1601 1 2 .3275 3 3 ·l812 1 10 .  459 1 0 .4922 1 . 0 .2055 3 3 . 0001 1 6 . 02�8 1 1 .23 Z 1 1 .138 3 5 .5492 
1 9 .5774 1 1 . 0431 1 0.0211 




1 .22 1 .77 2 .58 0 .00; 0 . 04 
�:Z� 0.20 0 .00 1 .67 1 ,, 70 0 . 00 4.39 0 6Q • • 1 .31 3 . 68 0 . 17 O .Ol 2 .4-
4.91+ 1 . 01 1 .42 
3.7°* . 11* 5.96* 0 . 02' 
13 .53** 
TABLE X I I  
MEANS AND RANGES OF THE C ODED THRESHOLD VALUES ACR OS S  
TRIALS BY GROUP I N  EXPER IMENT II 
- . . 
GrouE .. .. 1 2 3 
DITl Mean 5 . 3  6. 7 5 . 8 
Range . 0 .5 2 . 0 1 .5 
U4T1 Mean 5 . 7  
,
. 8 4.3 
Range 2 . 0 . 0 4. 0 
D I T4  Mean 5 .3 4.7 
a ·
3 
Range 2 .5 2 . 0 . 0 
D4T4 Mean 4 .5 2 . 8 3 .7 
Range 3 . 0 4. 0 4 .5 




3 .7 � . 7  
2 . 0 . 0 
5 .2 6. 7 
8 .5 8 . 0 
� . 5 2 . 2 




4 .5 .5 
4 . 0 4 .5 
� .... . 
� 
5 .5 
3 . 0 
6.3 
5 . 0 
2 .3 
3 . 0 
2 .2 
3 . 0 
4 . 1 
�1 8 
4. 8 4 . 2 
3 .5 2 . 0 
5 .5 
6. 0 
4. 8  
5 . 0 
2 . 2  3 .5 
2 .5 · 2 . 0 
3 . 8 5.8 
5 .5 5 .5 
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, Figure 5. Mean coded threshold values acros s trials f or one an d  





TABLE XIII  
NUM BER  OF SUBJECTS IN EXPERIMENT II WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
INCREASED , . DECREASED, AND REMA lNED UNCHANGED FROM 












Increase Decreure OhanSe 
1 2 0 
2 1 0 
3 3 0 
QI 2 1 
1 1 1 
1 3 2 











NUMBER OF SUBJEC TS IN EXPERIMENT II WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
INCREASED. DECREASED. AND RDIlAnmD UNCHANGED FROM 
TRIAL 1 TO TRIAL 5 FOR ONE AND FOUR TRIALS 











Increase: Decrease Chan e 
0 3 0 
2 1 0 
2 4- 0 
1 2 0 
2 1 0 
3 3 0 










trials per sess ion variable , as indica ted in Tables  XII I  and 
XIV, reveals no s ignificant differentiation for this vari a­
ble . Similar improvement was shown for �s a t  both levels 
of trials per sess ion from Trial 1 to Trial 8 and from 
Trial 1 to Trial 5 . The total number of Ss whose threshold 
va lues incre ased, decreased,  and rema ined unchanged for 
eight and five trials i s  als o pre sented.  Al though both c om­
paris ons are in the direc tion of increased s ens i tivi ty over 
trials , ne i ther ' is s ignifican t.  The similari ty of the two 
to tals for the two tables sugges ts tha t l i t tle improvement 
occurred from Trial 5 to Trial 8 .  The mean trial value s 
of Table XII support this contention. 
The trial to trial breakdown for mas sed and spaced 
di s tribution of trials in Experimen t II is pres ented in 
Tables XV and XVI . Again no s ignificant differentiati on ex­
i s ts al though mos t �s with more than one tr ial per sess ion 
showed increas es in threshold values for c onse cutive trials 
within the same se s s ion. Mos t Ss unde r c ondi ti ons of one 
trial per session show the opposi te effec t .  Als o,  as  Table 
XV indica tes, mos t  �s showed improvement for conse cutive 
trials over two sess ions . 
� Effec ts .� Days Be twee� Ses si ons 
As indicated above , only the quartric comparison of 
the differences  be twe en group trends was s ignificant for 
the variable of days be tween sess i ons . Examinat ion of the 
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TABLE XV 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS IN EXPERIMENT I I  WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
FOR CONSECUTIVE TRIALS , S PACED WITH RESPECT TO TRIALS 
PER SESSION F OR EACH CONDITION,  SHOWED A MAJORITY 
OF INCREASES , A MAJORITY ,  OF DECREASES , AWn NO 
CONS ISTENT CHANGE 
C ons ecutive ' Maj or1.ty Ifaj ori ty 
Trial ot In- ot De,. No To-
C om:ear1s ons GrouE creases creases Chanse tal 
4,-5 DlT4 0 3 0 3 
q.-5 D4T1i 1 1 1 3 
Total � 1 4 1 6 
1-2 , 2-3 • • •  7-8 D1n 1 2 0 .3 
1-2 , 2-3 . .. .  7-8 Dlt-T1 0 .3 0 3 
Total T1 1 5 0 6 
Grand Total 2 9 1 12 
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TABLE XVI 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS IN EXPERIMENT II WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
FOR CONSECUTIVE TRIALS , MASSED WITH RESPECT TO TRIALS 
PER SESSI ON FOR EACH CONDI TION ,  SHOWED A MAJ ORITY 
OF INCREASES , A MAJ ORI'I'Y OF DECREASES , AND NO 
CONSIS'TENT CHANGE 
. C Ons ecu.tive Maj ority Maj ority 
Trial or In- or De-
Com;earisons G:rpU� creases creases Chanse 
1-2 , 2-3 • • •  7-8 blTl 1 2 0 
1-2,2  .. 3 • • •  7-8 n4.Tl 0 3 0 
Total .�l, 1 5 0 
1;"2 • •  , 3-1;.,5-6 • • •  7-8 D1� 1 1 1 
1-2 • • •  3-ij.,5-6 • • •  7-8 D4� 2 1 0 
Total T4 3 2 1 
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Figure 6 .  Mean c oded thre shold values across trials .for one and tour days be tween sess ions in F�periment II . \n I\) 
5.3 
TABLE XVII 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS IN EXPERIMENT II WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
INCREASED, DECREASED, AND REMAINED UNCHANGED FRCK 
TRIAL 1 fO TRIAL 8 FOR ONE AND FOUR DAYS 
. BETWEEN SESSIONS 
-
. .  
Days Be tween 
Sessions GrouE Increase Decrease Chang! Total 
�ji" l . 
1 DITI 0 2 1 .3 
Dlpq. 1 2 0 .3 
Total 1 4 1 6 
It . �'fi 1 1 1 .3 
�'l4 2 1 0 .3 
Total .3 2 1 6 




NUMBER OF SUBJEC'1'S IN EXPERIMENT II WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
INCREASED, DECREASED, AND REMAINED UNCHANGED FROM 
TRIAL I TO TRIAL 5 FOR ONE AND FOUR DAYS 
BETWEEN SESSIONS 
• 'ill • 
h _  
Day. Between trIO 
Sess10ns Jiroup Incre8!8e 
• 
Decrease C:q.l�nge Total 
1 DITl 1 2 0 3 
Dl� () 3 0 3 
Total 1 5 0 6 
D41'l 2 I 0 3 
D4T4 2 1 0 3 
.. Total q. 2 0 6 
Grand Total 5 7 0 12 
I ,  " . . . . . . . 
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TABLE XIX 
NUMBER OF S UBJEC TS IN EXPER IMENT II WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
FOR C ONSEC UTIVE TRIALS , S PACED WITH RES PEC T TO DAYS 
BETWEEN SES S I ONS F OR EACH C ONDITION, SHOWED A 
. MA�ORITY OF INCREASES , A MAJ ORI TY OF DE-
CREASES , AND NO C ONS I S TENT CHANGE 
Oonsecutive · Majarit;y Maj oritl 
Trial of In- of De- Xo To-
Com:2arisoDg 
�� 
Cl:aaaas cx:eaaas Cl::UiI'Dg8 tal 
1-2,2-.3 • • •  7-8 1 2: 0 .3 4-5 D1T4. 0 .3 0 .3 
Total D1 · 1  5 0 6 
1-2,2-3 • • •  7-8 D#.T1 0 .3 0 .3 4-5 D4T4 1 1 1 .3 
Total D4. 1 4 ·· 1 .  6 




NUMBER OF SUBJEC TS IN EXPERIMENT I I  WHOSE THRESHOLD VALUES 
FOR C ONSECUTIVE TRIALS , MASSED WI 'TH RES PEC T  TO DAYS 
BETWEEN SES S I ONS FOR EACH C ONDI TION, SHOWED A 
MAJ ORI TY OF INCREASES , A MAJ ORITY OF DE-




1-2,2-3 • • •  7-8 . 
l-2 • • •  .3�,4-5 • • •  7-8 
Total 
1-2 ,2-3 • • • 7-8 









Maj ority · Majorlty · 
of In- of De-
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erfec ts of this  variable in influenc ing �he cons istency of the 
resul ts of Experiment II reveals ins ignificant trends in  a 
rather unexpec ted  direc tion.  As Tables XVII and XVIII indi-
cate , mos t �s under massed conditions of days between s�ssions 
decreased in threshold over eight and five trials respec tive­
ly, while Ss under the spaced condi tions showed the oppos ite 
effec t .  
In the analys is of coneecutive trial changes for 
spaced conditions , as pre sented in Table XIX, no differentia­
tion was found for the variable of days be tween sess ions . 
Mos t Ss under both c onditions show decreases  in threshold • 
... 
The trial to trial correla te of the results of Table XVII are 
presented in Table XX and again, an increase in threshold was 
found for the majori ty of Sa under mas sed consecutive trials . 
A Comparison of Experiment I and I I  
Although the re sults of the two experiments differ in 
many respec ts , botn show a learning effect  from Trial 1 to 
Trial 8 on a magni tude and consis tency bas is . Only the 
changes for the firs t experiment, however, are significant . 
Purther cons is tency is sean in the s ignificant differences 
between individual means , indica ting high reliabili ty for the 
measures in both experiment. 
The analys iS of differences be tween group trends shows 
l ittle consis tency between experiments ,  with different c am­
ponents attaining s ignificance for the two experiments . The 
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analys is of differences  be tween group means and i ts components 
proved insignificant tor both experiments . 
In the c onsis tency analys is of the effec ts of trials 
per sessioD t  li ttle differentia tion was found in e ither ex­
periment for c ompar:f.s ons of Trial 1 and Trial 5 or Trial 1 
and Trial 8 .  In both experiments however, the maj or portion 
of the lea rning occurred by Trial 5. 
The trial to trial analys is for spaced di s tributi on 
of trial s revealed no diffe rentia tion wi th .§,S a t  all leve ls 
of tri als per sess ion showing increased sens itivi ty for both 
experiments . The aame comparison for mas sed trials showed 
tha t mos t �s decreased in sensitivity for c onsecutive trials 
wi thin the salUe ses s i on while increases were found for mos t 
Ss for trial to trial comparisons involving two sessi ons . 
-
This adapta tion effec t,  however, was not s ignificant for 
ei  the I' e.xperiment. 
The c ons istency analYS i s  of the effec ts of days be ­
tween ses s i ons revealed inS ignificant findings for both ex­
periments for the compari s on' of Trial 1 with Trial 5 and 
Trial 8 . 
The consecutive Inas s ed� �;trial analysis showed ins ignif­
icant interaction be twee;n!. tr,,.,als per s e s s ion and days be tween 
s e s s ions for both experiments, . Ins ignIficant differentiation 
was also  found for changes in c onsecutive spaced trials with 
re spe c t  to days be tween s e s s ions for the two experiments . 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
In c omparing the results of the pre s ent s tudy w i th  the 
empirical l i tera ture of perceptual learning, s everal areas 
of a greement are evident. As ind i c a ted in Chapter I, the 
finding of improvement in perceptual judgments as a resul t 
of prac tice has been subs tanti a te d  in a number of d ivers� 
s e t tings . Of the s ense modali t i e s  inves ti ga ted , improve­
ment was round in vis i on, aud itlon �  gus tat i on and touch. 
Tha t thes e  findings als o hold for olfac ti on Is therefore not 
surpris ing. 
Another area of agreement c oncerns the func t i on rela­
ting amount ot prac tice a nd improvement in perceptual judg­
ments . Of the rew experiments relating to this topic in 
which learning curves were plotted ( Bevan & Zener, 1952 ; 
Howes and Solomon, 1951 ; Seward, 1931 ) ,  a gradual c ontin­
uous increa s e  In improvement was generally f ound . The . 
present s .tudy, and Experimen t  I in particular, are in close 
agreement with thi s  general finding. The evidence tha t the 
curves for both expe;,iments _ere nega tively accelerated, may 
be important in c larifying the lack of agreemen t of direc ­
tion of accelera t i on among the aforementioned s tudies .  
or particular intere s t  to the pres ent s tudy i s  the 
empirical evidenc e for the effe c ts of dis tribution of prac-
60 
tic e on perce ptual judgment. The one s tudy inve stigating 
the effects of this variable ( Lewis , 1908 ) re ported posi­
tive res ul ts . Distributed practice on alternate days ac­
calera ted the rate of decreas e of the Muller-Lyer illus 1. on .  
In the pres ent study, both variable s of distribution of 
practice failed to S ignificantly differentiate learning 
f or a variety of c on s i s tency and magnitude analys e s .  In 
ligh t of the Lewis s tudy and the multitude of positive 
results of the effe cts of distribution of practi c e  on 
learning, further c onsideration will be given to this lac k  
of differentiation . 
One pos s ibility is that the extreme distribution of 
trials were too s paced to influence perf ormance in a pos i ­
tive direc tion . It s e ems likely that �s reporting t o  an 
experiment over a period of twenty-nine days ( Group n4T4) 
wil l  show a decrea s e  in motivation a s  the period progre s s ­
e s . Als o ,  the routine of eight thres hold determinations i s  
n ot c onducive t o  s ubj e c t  interest. Pos sibly the n ,  because 
of the extreme per i ods of time charac terizing the s paced 
trials , augmented by the r outinene s s  of the task, dis trib­
ution of trial s failed to differentiate performance . Cer­
tainly further res earch is cal l ed for in th4s area before 
any definitive c onclusion can be drawn. 
C on s ideration of t he effects of mas sing of trials 
on adaptation has been shown in a study by Praffman and 
Schlosberg (1953 ) .  These authors report no dec rease in 
s ens i tivi ty to tas te difference s  over a f orty minute s e s ­
s i on of tes ting . Thes e  re sul ts are not supported by the 
pre sent inve s tiga tion .  As indicated in Table V II I ,  s ix of 
nine 5s showed a ma j ori ty of increas e s  in threshold for 
c onsecutive trial s  of a s e s s ion c ons i s ting of two trials .  
The tes ting time f or a two-trial s e s s i on is approxima tely 
twenty-seven minutes . The two resul ts are not necessari ly 
in c onflic t s ince olfac tion and gus ta tion may very well 
differ in the ir ra te s of adapta tion. 
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Of particular theore tic a l  importance i s  the contri­
bution of the pres ent s tudy to a be tter unders tanding of ,the 
na ture of perceptua l learning. In Chap ter I the relevancy 
of the present experiment to the two princ ipal the ore tical 
pos itions in perceptual learning was discus sed in de tail . 
The Gibs on hypothes i s  s pecifically s ta tes tha t  pe rc eptual 
learning c ons i s ts of responding to variables of s timula t i on 
not previously res ponded to ( Gibs on & Gibs on, 1956a) .  I t  
was sugges ted tha t s ince the learning tas k  in the present 
experiment only involved one variable of s timulati on ,  n�g­
l iglble learning should occur acc ording to thi s  hypo the s is . 
However thi s  as sumption of the opera tion of only one varia­
ble of s timulation may be entirely errone ous . C onsequently 
the resul ts will be c ons idered to be only sugge s tlve ih 
the ir relevance to this the ore tical issue .  
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The rival the ore tical pos i tion in perceptual learn­
ing is represented by Pos trnan ( 1953 ) , who adhere's to tradi­
tional a s s oc iationist theory and contends that perceptual 
learning is  no different from any other learning. This 
pos ition would predio t improved performance as long as 
differential reinforcement wa s present, which was the case 
in the pre sent experiment. 
On the premise  tha t only one variable of s timUlation 
was 9pera ting, the results clearly favor the Pos tman pos i­
tion . The lack of differentia tion for the two variables of 
dis tribution of practice , however, s omewha t c onfuses the 
issue . If perceptual learning is no different from any 
other learning, why was there no differentia tion on the 
bas is  of distr ibution of prao tice , a variable that effec ts 
a h�ge number of diverse learning ' s i tuations ? The pos s ibil­
i ty of a decrease in motivation for the s paced trial c ondi­
tions has been offered to account for these findings but i t  
may be tha t perceptual learning, or more speoifically, sen­
s ory learning, i s  not influenced by dis tribution of prac tice . 
In this sense it  may differ from learning in gene ra l .  
Another c onsidera tion in connec tion with thi s  theo­
retical discuss i on I s  the forced-choice technique utilized 
in the threshold de termina ti ons . One charac teris tic  of 
-
this  technique is that � is free to sniff the odorants in a 
w ide varIe ty of ways . He can sniff the odorant with both 
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nos trils , s imul taneously or c onsecutively, or use only one 
nos tril . He can wave the tes t tube c onta ining the s timulant 
beneath his nos tl"ils or hold it  s ta tionary. He .can control 
the dep th  of hi s i nha la tions . Bec ause of this wide array 
of responses available to S ,  i t  seems pos s ible that differen­
tial re inf orcement would narrow the alternatives to the mos t 
successful one s . It this be the case , a replica tion of the 
pre sent eXperiment under more c ontrolled cond i ti ons should 
give a lesser learnIng effe c t ,  if any.  On the other hand� 
no les s ening of the learning effec t  would imply that the 
ori ginal learning was primarily a resul t of s timulus e labor­
a tion as advocated by the specifi c i ty hypo thesiS of Gibs on 
and Gibson. 
The fac t tha t  the present experimen t  failed to 
c learly differentia te be tween these two the ol"e tical pos i tions 
indicates the c omplexi ty of the subj e c t  ma tter and the 
vaguenes s  of the the ore tical formulations of a new area 
of sc ientific inves tigation. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND C ONCLUS IONS 
Two experiments were performed ,  the s e cond be ing 
a partial repl ica t i on of the f irs t ,  to de te�ine the role 
of le arning in olfa c tory sens i tivi ty .  Th e  rela tion pe ­
tween the pre s e n t  s tudy and the empirical a nd the ore tical 
l i terature of perceptual l earning wa s discus s e d  with par­
t icular empha s i s  on the current th�ore t lcal c on troversy i n  
this area involving the spec ific i ty hypothes i s  o f  Gibs on 
and Gibs on and the a s s oc ia tionis t doc trine of Pos tman. 
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The two variables of dis tribution of prac tic e  in­
troduce d  were trials per s e s s i on and days be twe en s e s s ions . 
Aul thirty-nine male subje c ts were tes ted over e ight trials 
by a f orced-choice technique . Iso -amyl ace ta te was empl oyed 
as the odorant .  
The resul ts showed a general pra c tice e ffe c t  over 
e i gh t  trials for both experiments on a magni tude and c on­
s i s te nc y  bas is , but only the resul ts for the f irs t expe ri­
ment were s i gnificant .  No differentia t i on was found for 
the two variables of d i s tribu t i on of prac t ic e . The results 
revea led high rel i ab il i ty for the measures employed in 
b o th  exper iments . The expe rimenta l  findings were d i s ­
cus s e d  in rela ti on t o  the pertinent empirical l i tera ture 
and c lo s e  a greemen t  was f ound on all o omparis ons except 
the effec ts of dis tributIon of prac tice . 
The s ignificanc e  of the resul ts f or perceptual 
learning the ory wa s discus se d  and no def initive conclu­
s i ons were drawn with re spec t to the GIbs on and Gib s on 
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APPENDIX 
TABLE XXI 
C ODED THRESH OLD VALUES ACROSS TRIALS FOR INDIVIDUAL 
SUBJEC TS IN EXPERIMENT I 
TrIal 
Gro� S 1 2 J y; :2 6 1 DIT 1 13 .0 t�·�$- 12.5 4. 0 $.0 4.0 4.$ 
2 6 .5 5 .5 4. 0 3 . 0 3 . 0 4.5 2 . 0 
3 5 . 0 5.5  3 . 0 2 .5 2 . 0 3 . 0 1 . 5 
D2 T1 
� 
6 .5  3 . 5  6 .5  3 .5 4.0 
�.
o 4 .5 
4 . 5  5 .5 4. 5  5 .5 4. 0 .5  4 .5 
6 2 . 5  1 . 0 1 . 5  1 .5 2 .5 2 . 5 1 .5 
D4T1 1 8 .5  4. 5 4 . 5 5. 0 5.5 �. 5 
i ·
O 
8 6 .5  4 .5 4 .5 3 .5 4.5 . 5 . 0 
9 6 .5 4. 0 4 . 5 3 . 0 4 .5 .5  4 .5 
D1T2 10 8 . 0 11 . 5 11 .5 11. 0 10.5 11.5 8 . 0 
11 5 . 5 1 . 0 1 .5 2 . 0 5 . 0 3 . 0 3 . 0 
12 2 . 5 5. 0 3 . 0 4. 0 3 .5 1 . 0 5. 0 
D2 T2 
M 
5.5 6 . 0  5. 0 6 . 0 4. 0 4 . 0 1 . 0 
11 . 0  11 . 0 12 . 5  11. 5 1 . 0 3. 5 2 .5 
15 4 .5  5 .5 5 . 5  6 . 0 3 . 0 2 .5 2 . 5 
D4T2 16 i·
5 1 . 5  2 . 5 2 . 0 . 3 .0 4 . 0 3 .5 
17 . 5 9 .5 6. 0 
Z -
5 7 .5  10. 0 6 . 5 
18 5. a 6 . 5 5 . 0 . 0  1 . 0 5. 0 4. 0 
Dtirq. 19 10 . 0 10. 0 9 .5 2 . 5 3 . 0 2 . 0 4.5 20 3 .5 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0  
21  6 . 0  8 . 0 5 .5 6 . 0 4 .5 5 .5 4.5 
D2T4 22 2 . 0 2 . 5 3 .5 1 . 5 5 . 5 4 . 0 2 . 0 
�� 
3 . 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 5 
�.
o 2 . 0 2 . 5 




i · 5 5
. 0 6 . 0  3 .5 1 • . S 1 . 0 
5. 0 . 5 
Z _
o 8 . 0  2 .5  3 .5  3 . 0 




2 . 0 
1 .5  
6. 0 
2 . 5 
1 . 0 
6 . 5  
,. 5 






3 . 0 
3. 5 
1 . 5  
8 .5 
4 . 5  
5.5 
2 . 0 
4. 5 




2 . 0  
3 . 5  
5 . 0 
TABLE XXII · 
C ODED THRESHOLD VALUES ACROSS TRIALS FOR INDIVIDUAL 
SUBJEC TS IN EXPERIMENT II 
Trial 
GrouE S 1 2 3 !l; 5 6 7 
DIT1 28 5. 0 5 . 5  6 . 5  4 .5 4 . 0 4 .5 7 . 0 
29 5.5 7 .0 6 . 0 2.5 2 . 0 4 .5 � .5 
3 0  5 .5 7 .5 5.0 4. 0 8 .0 7 .5 . 0  
. D4Tl 31 6 .0 4. 5 2 .5 2 . 0  3 .5 a ·o � .o 3 2  � . 5 4 .5 � . o 3 .0 5 . 0 .5 .5 33 . 5  8 .5 .5 10 .5 11 .5 9.5 9 . 0 
DIT4 34 6 • . 5 3 .5 1 . 0  1 .5 1. 0  1 .0  1.0 
35 4 .0 5 .0 4 .0 5 .5 3 .5 4 . 0 3 .5 
36 5 . 5 5 .5  5. 0 3 .5 2 . 0 2 . 0  2 . 0  
D4T4 37 3 .5 2.5 5 .5 5 .5 4.5  4.0 7 . 0 
38  3 .5 1 . 0 1 . 0 1. 0 1. 0 1.0  1 .5 
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